Lifeboat to Distribute Chef Automation Services Platform
Agreement will help Chef develop a strong partner community within the application automation
channel program

Eatontown, N.J. – April 22, 2020 — Lifeboat Distribution, an international value-added
distributor for virtualization, security, business continuity and emerging technologies, announced
today a distribution agreement with Chef Software Inc., the leader in DevOps. Chef drives
collaboration through code to automate infrastructure, security, compliance and applications and
helps scale continuous delivery pipelines making it faster and safer to add value to applications
and meet the demands of the customer.
Lifeboat will sell Chef for security and compliance and application delivery, all manageable
through Chef Enterprise Automation Stack (EAS). Chef EAS provides a unified stack to enable
the Coded Enterprise, integrating automation engines for infrastructure, security and applications
and providing a clearly defined mechanism for collaboration through code. By offering full-stack
observability for operations staff, EAS reduces interdependent friction and unifies crossdisciplinary teams, increasing velocity and reducing risk.
"The addition of Chef to our product portfolio will allow us to provide great value to our
customers. Chef EAS is an automated platform for DevSecOps, making it easier for our
customers to deliver and secure infrastructure and applications in any environment," added Dale
Foster, Chief Executive Officer, Lifeboat Distribution.
"Chef offers a modern approach for our partners to deliver value quickly and securely over an
application's entire lifecycle," said Vikram Ghosh, Vice President of Business Development for
Chef. "We are delighted to partner with Lifeboat Distribution in order to scale Chef's Global
Partner Program by equipping our partners to drive successful customer outcomes, build unique
differentiators and use our megaphones to amplify success stories around digital transformation
initiatives within their customers."
Those interested in distribution services and solutions should contact Lifeboat by phone at
+1.800.847.7078 (US), or +1.888.523.7777 (Canada), or by email at
sales@lifeboatdistribution.com.
About Lifeboat Distribution
Lifeboat Distribution, a subsidiary of Wayside Technology Group, Inc. (NASDAQ: WSTG), is
an international value added distributor for virtualization/cloud computing, security, application
and network infrastructure, business continuity/disaster recovery, database infrastructure and
management, application lifecycle management, science/engineering, and other technically

sophisticated products. The company helps vendors recruit and build multinational solution
provider networks, power their networks, and drive incremental sales revenues that complement
existing sales channels. Lifeboat Distribution services thousands of solution providers, VARs,
systems integrators, corporate resellers, and consultants worldwide, helping them power a rich
opportunity stream, and build profitable product and service businesses. For additional
information visit www.lifeboatdistribution.com, or call 1.800.847.7078 (US), +1.732.389.0037
(International), +1.888.523.7777 (Canada), or +31.20.210.8005 (Europe). Follow Lifeboat
Distribution on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter @LifeboatVAD.
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